Second Grade Summer Recommendations

Math
1. Practice addition and subtraction facts to 20
   • Flashcards
   • Online math games
   • Math fact apps (Math Ninja / Sushi Monster/ Reflex)
2. Practice comparing numbers (up to 3 digits) with <, >, and =
3. Count money amounts with a variety of coins and bills
   • Practice with real money or online
4. Practice telling time to the nearest hour and half hour
   • Practice with a real clock or online
5. Khan Academy
   • Follow the 2nd grade math course
     https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-2nd-grade-math

Recommended Websites
 https://www.abcya.com/
 https://www.mathplayground.com/
 https://xtramath.org/

ELAR
1. Read for 30 - 60 minutes weekly
2. Be familiar with the following reading genres;
   • Fiction & Realistic Fiction, Literary Non-Fiction, Informational Text, Poetry, Folktales, and Drama
3. Practice writing mechanics:
   • Capitalization, punctuation marks, contractions, and apostrophes
4. Practice your manuscript writing
   • Write stores, letters, and poems
5. Review parts of grammar
   • Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, and pronouns
6. Practice using a dictionary to look up words
   • Find their synonyms and/or antonyms

Recommended Websites
Khan Academy - https://www.khanacademy.org/
Epic! books for kids - https://www.getepic.com/
HMH - https://www.hmhco.com/one/*/discover/ELA_IR_G3_TX
NG Reach - https://www.myngconnect.com/
Scholastic - https://www.scholastic.com/parents/home.htm

Science
I. Topics to Review:
   • Properties of change in matter (measurement)
   • Natural Resources (properties of rocks)
   • Different types of Energy

Social Studies
I. Topics to Review:
   • Finding places
   • Maps and globes
   • Landmarks

Recommended Websites
Science Fusion -
https://www.hmhco.com/programs/sciencefusion
Studies Weekly - https://www.studiesweekly.com/
Brainpop Jr. - https://jr.brainpop.com/
Khan Academy - https://www.khanacademy.org/